Piwik content detail reporting
The following is kind of a mock-up/sketch/idea about a new feature of Piwik, which I dub
‘content detail reporting’, after Google Analytics. My idea is simple and based on an old
Dutch saying: ‘it is better to steal the right way, than to invent the wrong way’. So in this
case, I’d say: mimic Google Analytics the Piwik way ☺

What it is
Put simply, it is an extension to the way Piwik reports. Instead of showing dashboards for
a site as a whole, Piwik should also be able to report for single URLs.
There are many possible reports that could be shown within the content detail report, but
I will choose one, as an example: top keywords per page.

General dashboard: add top pages
The main dashboard of Piwik contains some of the most important KPI’s for a website
as a whole.

But for large websites, I would like to be able to drill down further, and choose to see a
similar dashboard, but then for a single URL, or a group of URLs (e.g. a parent URL
with children that are further down the URL hierarchy).
Right now, if I click a link (e.g. ‘/index’Piwik will take me directly to that URI on the site.
Instead, I would like it to refer me to a dashboard, much in the same way as Google
Analytics does:

The widget on the right bottom you see here is the ‘top pages’ report from Google
Analytics, which is shown on the main dashboard. Within it, we can drill down to the
content detail report:

This is the main dashboard for a single page, from which we can drill down to our
example, the top keywords for this page (the link to this report is placed on the right
bottom):

That’s it. My idea is not hard to show, especially there is a good example to draw
inspiration from. I guess the most difficult part in this will actually be collecting the data
necessary on a page level, aggregating that etc. That however, is not something I can
make a mockup for 

